1* Introduction. The Min-Max principle in critical point theory as introduced by is based on the concept of category of a set X in an ambient space B. Krasnoselskii [5] and others [9] , [1] , employed the concept of genus instead of category. For example, consider the following setting. Let E denote a Banach space and observe that Z 2 = { -1, 1} acts freely on E -0 by scalar multiplication. Let Σ denote the closed invariant (symmetric) subsets of E -0. Furthermore, let B -E -0/Z 2 and for A e Σ, set A* = A/Z 2 . Then, cat B A* = k is defined to mean that there exist k sets A lf , A k in Σ such that A -U Ai and for each i, A* is contractible to a point in B and k is minimal with this property (k -co, allowed). Thus the function y given by 7(A) -cat* A* classifies the elements of Σ.
Alternatively, following Krasnoselskii [2] , the statement genus A = k is defined to mean that there exists an equivariant (odd) map f: A-> R k -0 and k is minimal with this property (k = °o means that there is no equivariant map /: A -> R k -0, for any finite k and, as usual, R k is Euclidean fe-space). REMARK 1.1. Actually this concept of "genus" was introduced and studied earlier by Yang [11] under the name "iMndex". In 33 fact, genus A = B-index + 1.
The function 7' given by Ί\A) = genus A also classifies the sets in Σ. Our objective in this note is to verify that these classifications are identical in general, i.e.,
A special case of (1) for compact A's is contained in Rabinowitz |9j. We will verify (1) in a very general setting as follows. Let E denote any contractible paracompact free G-space where G is a compact Lie group. Let Σ denote the closed, invariant subsets of E and set B = E/G. Then for A e Σ, cat^ A* is defined as before, where A* is the orbit space A/G. Now, set G-genus A = k if there is a G-equivariant map k (2) /: A >GoGo ...off, (/c-fold join [7] ) and k is minimal with this property.
THEOREM. For AeΣ we have
Note that (1) is (in the case of infinite dimensional Banach spaces) a corollary of (3) by taking G -Z 2 and observing that the k-ΐolά join of the 0-sphere S° is just S*" 1 which is the unit sphere in R k . The corresponding result to (1) for complex Banach spaces is obtained by taking G = S\ unit circle of complex numbers of norm 1. We should also remark that the idea of using (2) for an "index theory" appears briefly in [2] . 2* Preliminaries• Throughout G will denote a compact Lie group and a?" will denote the category of free paracompact G-spaces. An object Ie^ may be identified with the principal bundle p: X > X/G, where p is the natural projection to the orbit space X/G. Hence, the general theory of principal bundles over a paracompact base applies (see [4] ). We will also find the following definitions convenient.
there is a real representation φ: G > 0{n) of G as orthogonal matrices for some n; Let U denote the invariant neighborhood of Y which admits an equivariant retraction r: U-> Y.
REMARK 2.3. The compact Lie group G is a G-ENR [8] . In fact, every compact smooth G-manifold is a G-ENR [8] . Hence, the neighborhood extension theorem (Proposition 2.2) applies for maps into these spaces. Palais [8] defines a G-ANR as a space Y which satisfies Proposition 2.2 for normal spaces X, so that every G-ENR is a G-ANR.
We also recall the notion of join. Let Y lt Y 2 , •••, Y k denote G-spaces and consider the space
a point of which is designated by
Let J denote the subset of (4) consisting of points (5) Then, define an equivariant map by setting
f(y) = [<Pι(y)f[(y), ψ^fίiv)]
as the result follows. and the direct limit yields the Miίnor universal bundle [7] (E G , p G , B G ) for G. Now, if E is a contractible, paracompact free G-space, and if E/G = B, then (j?, p 9 B) is also a universal boundle for G-bundles over paracompact spaces [3] .
As we have seen, G-genus is subadditive but the proof was more substantial than the corresponding trivial result for L-S category. Just the opposite occurs for the "monotone" property. If φ:X-> Y is an equivariant map (in J^~), then it is immediate that
However, the corresponding result for L-S category requires some details-and makes use of the classification theorem for G-bundles. where B=E/Z 2 , A* = A/Z i . As we have already observed, genus* Ak < co is equivalent to saying that there is an equivalent (odd) map /: A -> R k -0 and k is minimal with this property, so that genus Λ is ordinary genus in the sense of Krasnoselskii [5] . . We also mention here that genus c A = fc < oo is equivalent to saying that there is an equivariant map /: A -> C k -0 and fc is minimal with this property. Another consequence of Theorem 3.1 is the following result which asserts the independence of L-S category on the ambient Banach space. To complete the proof it suffices to prove the following lemma. We may assume without loss that A t -q~\Af) c S n~ι and is a finite subcomplex of dimension <.n -1. Since (S n , P % , RP n ) is ituniversal [10] j*oϊoφ\Aΐ ~ jΐ.AϊczRP* .
Thus, A* is contractible in RP*. This forces A* to be a proper subset of RP"-1 and hence Af is deformable in RP»~ι to RP n~\ Repeating the above argument then forces A* to be contractible in RP"-1 and so A* ^ & = Z 2 -genus A = cat β A* .
Since the inequality cat 5 A* ^ cat c A* is obvious the lemma follows and the proof of Corollary 3.4 is complete.
